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Let f(x) be an indefinite quadratic form with real coefficients in n variables with 
nonzero determinant d. The collection of all values of v(f)= IdI-“” inf Ij(n)l, 
where intimum is taken over x E 2” such that f(x) # 0 (x # 0) is called the spectrum 
of nonzero minima (spectrum of minima) of such forms. The spectrum is said to be 
discrete if for every 6 ~0, there are only tinitely many values of v(f)>&. It is 
proved that for rational quadratic forms in n 2,3 variables and real quadratic forms 
in n 3 21 variables the spectra of nonzero minima are discrete. Also the spectra of 
minima of indefinite ternary and quaternary rational quadratic forms are discrete. 
@? 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
(1)  
i,j= 1 
be an inde~nite quadratic form with coefficients from a field KC R. Let f 
have signature s1 and nonzero determinant d=det(&). We denote by 
M(n, s, K) the collection of all values of 
v(S) = IdI -- “*p(f) = IdI - ‘In inf if(x)/, (2) 
where the infimum is taken over x E 2” such that f(x) # 0. M(n, s, K) is 
called the spectrum of nonzero minima. If the inhmum in (2) is taken over 
x E Z” such that x # 0, we denote v(f) by vo(f). The collection M,(n, s, K) 
of al1 values of vO(f) is called the spectrum of minima. It is obvious that 
* Present address: 2370 Ocean Ave. (Apt. 6G), Brooklyn, New York 11229. 
‘s=ln---n+l, where n-, n+ are the numbers of negative and positive members in the 
canonical form of J 
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We say that M,(n, s, K) is discrete if there are only finitely many values 
of vO(f) > 6 >O for every 6 = const, empty if 0 is the unique point of 
M,(n, s, K). We use an analogous definition for M(n, s, K). 
Markov forms (see [Z]) being rational show that the spectrum 
M(2,0, Q) of minima of indefinite rational binary forms is not discrete (see 
also [ 18, 201). 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following 
THEOREM 1. The spectrum M(n, s, Q) of nonzero minima of indefinite 
quadratic forms in n 3 3 variables of any signatures with rational coefficients 
is discrete. 
The proof of this theorem is based on Watson’s theorem on a represen- 
tation by indefinite forms in n 2 4 variables, on a result on representations 
by ternary quadratic forms from [15] and on the estimate of the least 
integer represented by genera of binary quadratic forms, given by Baker 
and Schinzel [ 171 (see Lemmas 2, 3, 4 below). 
All the known indefinite quadratic forms in n 2 3 variables with v(f) # 0 
are rational. Markov [7], Oppenheim [5,9] and Venkov [12] determined 
some first points of M,(n, s, R) for n = 3,4. In particular, the first 11 points 
of the spectrum M,(3, 1, R) and the first 7 points of M,(4,0, R) were found 
by Venkov and Oppenheim, respectively. 
Using the inclusion (3) we extract from Theorem 1 the following: 
COROLLARY 1. The spectra M0(3, 1, Q), M,(4,0, Q) and M,(4, 2, Q) 
are discrete. 
By Meyer’s theorem (see [ 1, Ch. 61) every rational indefinite quadratic 
form in n > 5 variables represents zero nontrivially. Therefore, M,(n, s, Q), 
is empty provided n 3 5. The conjecture of Oppenheim asserts that 
M,(n, s, R) is empty if n > 5. Birch, Davenport, and Ridout obtained the 
complete proof of Oppenheim’s conjecture for all n > 21 (see [3, Sec- 
tion 42.41). 
We use this result to prove the following 
THEOREM 2. The spectrum M(n, s, R) of nonzero minima of indefinite 
quadratic forms in n 2 21 variables of any signature coincides with M(n, s, Q) 
and, therefore, is discrete. 
Proof. For convenience we introduce the following definition. An 
indefinite quadratic form in n variables with d # 0 and with real coefficients 
is called irrational if it is not a multiple of a form with integral coefficients. 
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Due to Theorem 1 it suffices to prove that v(f) = 0 for every irrational f 
in n 2 21 variables. 
If f(x) is anisotropic, then the result of Davenport, Birch, and Ridout 
implies v(f) = 0. 
If n > 4, and f(x) is irrational isotropic (i.e., f(x) = 0 for some x # 0 in 
Zn), then Oppenheim [ 10, 1 l] proved that for every E > 0 there exists 
XEZ~ such that O< If(. x )I < E. This proves that v(f) = 0 in this case also. 
(A) It is conjectured that for every irrational f(x) in n > 3 variables 
the inequality 1 f(x)/ < E is soluble for every E > 0 in integers, not all zero. 
Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer [ 161 derived an isolation theorem for 
indefinite ternary forms from which they deduce that the spectrum 
M0(3, 1, R) coincides with M0(3, 1, Q) and is discrete provided this conjec- 
ture is true. 
Oppenheim’s theorem mentioned in the proof of Theorem 2 shows that if 
conjecture (A) is true, then 
for n > 4. It is not known whether this is true for n = 3. 
Oppenheim [S], Watson [14], Iwaniec [19] proved conjecture (A) for 
some kinds of forms in 3 and 4 variables. Davenport and Heilbronn [13] 
did this for diagonal forms in 5 variables. 
Recently I have obtained the complete description of spectra of nonzero 
minima of rational Hermitian forms. Part of these results is contained in 
WI. 
2. NOTATIONS AND LEMMAS 
All the necessary notations and results are contained in [ 1,4]. 
A formfrepresents an element m of a field K over a ring A c K if there is 
some x E A” such that f(x) = m. A vector x E A” is called primitive if the gcd 
of its components is a unit of A. f represents m primitively if f(x) = m, 
where x is a primitive vector. f is called rational if f(x) E Q and integral if 
f(x) E Z for all x E Z”. An integral f is primitive if 1 is the gcd of fi,.. Two 
formsf, g are A-equivalent if there is TE G&(A) such that g(x) = f(xT). Z- 
equivalent forms are called equivalent. Equivalent forms have the same 
determinant and represent the same numbers. Besides, 
4 Afzf) = v(f) for all nonzero 2. 
Therefore we may in future consider f integral. 
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LEMMA 1. An integral primitive quadratic form is equivalent to a form 
f(x) with 
fik=O (mode,e,...e,), i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
d=d(f)=det(&)=e;-1e;P2.~~e~-,e,, 
where et - ‘el; ~ ’ . . ek is the gcd of the minors of order k of ( fij). 
(4) 
(5) 
ProoJ: Let g be an integral primitive quadratic form. Let d(A,) = gcd of 
minors of order k of det g. Thus d(A 1 ) = 1 and d( Ak) ( d(Ak + , ). Let S, = 1, 
sk =d(A,)/d(A,-,), k=2 ,..., n. Let e, = 1, ek=sk/sk._ ,, 2< kdn. Then 
eiEZ and d(Ak)=ei-‘eip2...e,. Let p be a prime such that 
p 12d = 2d(A,). If p is odd, g(x) is Z,-equivalent to a form 
fp(X)= i p”aiXf, 
r=, 
where ui < ui+ 1, (a,, p) = 1, i = l,..., n, and since g is primitive U, = 0 [ 1, 
Chap. 8, Theorem 3.11. Also g is Z,-equivalent to a formf, which is a sum 
of forms of the following type, in distinct variables, 2”ax2, a = 1, 3, 5, 7, 
2”. 2x, x2, 2”(2x: + 2x, x2 + 2xf) and the exponents u are increasing [ 1, 
Chap. 8, Lemma 4.11. 
By Lemma 4.2, Chap. 9 of [ 11, there is a form f equivalent to g whose 
coefficients are arbitrarily close to each of the f, above (i.e., p12d) in the 
corresponding p-adic topology. 
Because of the invariance of the eys and the nature of the forms f,, it is 
easy to see that f can be chosen to satisfy the conditions of the Lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let m # 0 be an integer which is represented by an indefinite 
integral form f(x) in n variables primitively over Z, for every p I 2e,e,. 
Then m is primitively represented over Z by f if n > 4 or by some form g in 
the same genus as f if n = 3. 
Proof If p f2e,e,, then the rank of f > 3 over F,, f represents 
primitively any element of Z, [4, Chap. 2, 23. Therefore, by hypothesis, 
m # 0 is represented by f primitively over all Z, and consequently over Z if 
n > 4 [ 1, Chap. 9, Theorem 1 S, 5.11. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose an indefinite ternary form f with determinant d 
represents m # 0. Then all forms in the genus qf f represent m if 
md>O. 
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Proof: Let d’ be the disc of f: Then d’= -4d and md’ < 0 and the 
lemma follows from Lemma 12 of [ 151 (see statement (9.6)). 
LEMMA 4 [ 171. Every genus of primitive binary quadratic forms with 
discriminant D represents a positive integer m relatively prime to D such that 
for any E > 0, where C(E) denotes a number depending only on E. 
LEMMA 5. Let f be an indefinite primitive quadratic form in n 3 3 
variables with d # 0. There exist positive integers m and m’ such that 
max(m, m’)dc,(r)(e2e313’8+E (6) 
and the genus off represents m and -m’. 
Proof By taking an equivalent form we can suppose f satisfies con- 
ditions (4) (5) of Lemma 1. Then by proof of Lemma 1, 
f(x) = ax: (mod p) if ple2 (7) 
f(x)=a,F(x,, x2) (mod P) ifple2e3, (8) 
where F is primitive, a = a I F( LO), and 
gcd (a, e2e3) = 1. (9) 
Let D, be the discriminant of F. Choose an integer D such that 
D = DF (mod 8 e2e3) 
D 5 p0 (mod pt) 
D<O and IDI < 18pie2e31, 
where p,, is the least prime p such that p ( 8eze3, so that 
PO d c*(E) le2e31. 
BY (lo), 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
DzD,=O (mode,). (14) 
Let D = e*D,, where D, is a fundamental discriminant. By the theory of 
genera of binary quadratic forms (see [6, p. 821, e.g.), there exist genera G, 
G’ of primitive positive definite quadratic forms of discriminant D whose 
generic characters x take the same value E, at a and m for genus G and .sl( 
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at --a and m’ for G’ for all p / ez, where m and m’ are positive integers 
prime to D which are represented by G and G’, respectively. Since p0 1 D, 
and p0 j e2, the condition n x E T E, = n, E +l( = 1, where T is the subset of 
all generic characters of D given by those of D,,, can be satisfied (see [ 17, 
p. 1391). 
By Lemma 4 we can assume that 
max(m, ~‘)<c(E)~D(~‘~+~ 
and 
(15) 
gcd(m, D) = gcd(m’, D) = 1. (16) 
We deduce from (12), (13), (15) that 
max(m, m’)<c,(E)leze313/8+C 
Let p # 2. By definition E, = (a/p) = (m/p) (Legendre symbol) for every 
p 1 e, and we conclude from (7) that f represents m over Z, for every p I e,, 
p # 2 ([4, Chap. 2, Sect. 2). 
The genus G represents m. Hence, by (16), (10) 
where p is a divisor of m such that p 1 e3, p 1 e2. 
Therefore, by (8), (9), f represents m primitively over Z, for every p 1 e2e3 
(Jones, [22, Corollary 34(a), p. 871). 
Now let p = 2. We suppose as we may that a is odd. If m is odd, then f 
represents m over Z, by (10) and the definition of the genus G (Dickson, 
[S, Theorem 461). Otherwise, we may assume m = 2 (mod 4). Hence D is 
odd and D = D, = 1 (mod 4) and a, F and, consequently, f represents m 
over Z, if the genus G does (Jones, [22, Theorem 34(a), p. 871). 
By Lemma 2, f represents m primitively over Z if n 2 4 or some form in 
the genus off does, if n = 3. 
Analogously, one can prove that f (or the genus off) represents -m’. 
LEMMA 6. Let f be an indefinite rational binary form with discriminant 
D. There exist positive m and m’ such that f represents m and -m’ and 
max(m, m’) < 1.5D112. (17) 
Proof: By taking -f; if necessary, we can suppose [l,Chap. 133, 
f(x)=ax:+bx,x,+cx;, where a g0 is the least value of If(x)] over 
x E Z2, x # 0, D = b2 - 4ac, 0 <b d @<b + 2a, ad m (see, e.g., [2]). 
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Ifa=O,f=bxy+cy2,f(x,1)=bx+c,andwecanchoosex,x,EZ,such 
that 
-b<f(x,, l)<O and O<f(x,, l)<b. 
In each case If(x, 1) <b = fi < l.Sfi. 
Now suppose a # 0. Then c # 0, because ICI = If(O, I)1 2 a. Since 
D=b2-4ac>b*, c<O,,and 
c=f(O, l)<O. 
Again f(l,l)=a+b+c<O=z-c>a+b=D>b2+4a2+4ab=(2a+b)*. 
Therefore, 
Therefore, 
c=f(O, l)<O<f(l, l)=a+b+f(O, 1). 
If(0, 1)1 <a+b< l.S,/% 
and f( LO), -f(O, 1) have the required property. 
Note. f to be rational is not necessary for the statement of Lemma 6 to 
be true. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
n = 3. Let f be primitive. The reciprocal off is 
F(Y)= C Fqyiy,y 
i,i = 1 
where e2 Fii is the cofactor of fi, in ( fi,). We have 
d=det(fv)=eze,, d,= det(F,) = e:e?. (18) 
By Lemma 5 some form F, in the genus of F represents an integer m, 
with D= -4e,m, >O, such that /ml/ d c1(E)le,e,13’*i1-E. Hence the 
reciprocal f, of F, represents an indefinite binary quadratic form with dis- 
criminant 
D= 14e,m,l <c3(~)le21’1’8+“le,(3’8+“. (19) 
Therefore, by Lemma 6 and (19) the form fi in the same genus as f 
represents integers m and -m’ such that 
max(m, m’) <~~(~)le,l”“~+“le,~~“~+‘, (20) 
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where m and m’ are positive. Hence, by Lemma 3, m or -m’ is represented 
by J: On the other hand, by Lemmas 3 and 5, f represents some m or -m’ 
such that the estimate (6) is true. 
Multiplying (6) and (20) we obtain 
p’(f) f c5(c) le;?l’7”6+Ele319”6+E (21) 
and from (2), (181, (21) infer 
v3(f)<c6(E)(ez\ -‘33/32tc/e3/ -5132+e<~6(~)fdl -5/32+e. (22) 
Now let yt 2 4. By Lemmas 2 and 5, f represents some m such that 
p(f)< Iml ~ccl(~)Ie2e313’8+E; 
(5) yields 
le2e31nm2 G Idl. 
(23) 
(24) 
From (2), (23), (24) we deduce that 
v”(f) < C,(E) IdI - *‘4 + E* 
Let v”(f) > 6 > 0. Then by (22), (25), 
IdI G C(&, 6, n), 
(25) 
(26) 
where C(E, 6, n) denotes a number depending only on E, 6, n. 
It is known [ 1, Chap. 9, Theorem 1.11 that there are only finitely many 
equivalence classes of integral quadratic forms in n variables with deter- 
minant df 0 given. Hence, by (26) there are only finiteiy many values of 
v(f) >, S, = const for any n > 3. Theorem 1 is proved. 
Remarks Added by the Referee. Let K = Q or R. Let f be an indefinite 
quadratic form over K in n variables and determinant d # 0. Let 
vrtf)= sup inf If(x, f cl ,..., x, + c,)l/ldl ‘I”. 
(c I,..., c,)ER” .rt-Z” 
Let M,(n, K) be the spectrum of inhomogeneous minima v,(f). Then we 
can show M,(n, K) is discrete (in the Vulakh sense) if K= Q, n 2 3, and if 
K= R, n>21, as follows: 
If f = pf , where p E R and f, is over Q, we shall say f also is over f2. 
Then Vulakh has shown above that if IdI = 1, n 2 3, K = Q, or n 2 21, 
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K= R, given E > 0, there exists a finite set F of forms f, ,..., f, over Q of 
det 1, such that, if 
f + fi then 0 < If(xl ,..., x,)1 < s 
has a solution in integers xi. 
Oppenheim [lo] has shown that iff is an indefinite form over R in n > 3 
variables with determinant A # 0, then to each positive value a off, there 
corresponds a negative value -6 off with 
O<b<A;/(Z”-I) lA11/(2”-2)a(n~2)/2(n-1), 
if a is sufficiently small (A, is a constant independent off). 
It follows, therefore, that given E > 0, if f of det 1 in n 3 3 variables over 
Q or in n 2 21 variables over R, is not N one of a finite set of formsfi of 
det 1, then f takes values a, -6 over Z” such that 
OcaC.5, O<b<E. 
We can assume these values are taken primitively, so that either 
(i) fwa(x, + a12x2 + ... + CI,X,)’ - g(x2,..., xn) or 
(ii) f- -6(x, + ct12x2 + ... + a,x,)2 + g(x2,..., x,), where g is 
indefinite. 
Blaney [23] has shown that there exists a constant r,,, independent of g, 
so that given c2 ,..., c, E R”- I, we can find x2 ,..., x, E c2 ,..., c,, (mod 1) with 
o< g(x,,..., x,)<(r, I4g)l)‘““-“9 
where d(g) = det( g). 
In case (i), we get 
I/(n ~ 1) 
0 < g = g(xz,..., x,) < 
( 1 
r, f 
Now choose x, = c, (mod 1 ), such that 
g J -<x,+a,2x2+ ... +alnx,< J g+ 1. a a 
Then 
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O<f(x, ,..., .x,)=a(x, +a12x2+ ... +alnxn)‘- g(x, ,..., x,) 
<a g = 
(J 1 
;+l -g 
= a + 2al’2r;/2’” - I ) . a - I/an ~ 1) 
= a + q/2’” - 1) . a’” - 2)/2(n - 1) 
< E + 2p’” ~ I ) . $” - 2vzn - 1) = K(E), 
where, since n 2 3, K(E) -+ 0 as E -+ 0. 
In case (ii), we can solve 
0 < -f= b(x, + a,2x2 + ... + alnx,)2 - g(x2,..., x,) 
< b + 26’” - 2 )/2(n ~ 1 l~?/(n - 1) 
\ n 
dE+2r~/(“-1)E(n-2)/2(n-l)=K(E). 
Thus in all cases id(f)1 = 1, f + a finite set of forms implies 
v,(f) 6 K(E), where K(E) -+ 0 as E -+ 0. 
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